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Digitalisation = the enabler of Utility Transformations toward 
Next level Efficiency Objectives in:

• Quality Of Service

• Use of Resources (CAPEX, OPEX)

• Effective Operations

• Strategic Planning

• Consolidation of Knowledge

• Streamlining processes

No Data = No Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A list of desireable changes at a Utility/Industrial company. Digitalization is the enabler to change:For all the transformation objectives mentioned here, If you have no data, you cannot do anything.
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Why not starting ?

 1: a strategic decision

 What is our Business problem ?
 Do we have a Strategy ?
 Do we understand the levers for ROI ?

 2: A data management problem

Top Reasons NOT to use Data Analytics:

1. No link between Analytics & Business outcome

2. No Management time to address the issue

3. No internal skills

4. Problem to get the data

5. No data sharing

6. No data ownership

7. No executive sponsorship

8. Data quality issues

9. Cost/benefit not ascertained

10.No compelling reason to change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides summarises the obstacles that companies encounter. 2 types of obstacles:First, you need from the top management a strategic decision to drive the change – this is the main problem Second, yes, you will have to manage data – but this is just work
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The global context for Digitalization
GE approach for Developing, Deploying, And Monetizing Industrial Internet Applications

PREDIX 
Cloud Platform for the Industrial Internet

Business Optimization
Profitability and Growth

Asset Performance  
Reliability and Availability

Operations Optimization
Productivity and Flexibility

Faster development, 
operation and 
management Machine-centric 

Modular, 
cloud-agnostic approachIndustrial scale 

analytics 
Secure 

connectivity

TRANSMISSION & 
DISTRIBUTIONOIL & GAS LIGHTING 

Custom Solutions & 
Applications

AVIATIONHEALTHCAREPOWER 
GENERATION TRANSPORTATION RENEWABLES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Digital Power Plant leverages a suite of highly innovative, intelligent apps for the cloud and the edge built for the Industrial Internet.This nimble suite of end-to-end apps seamlessly integrate software intelligence into hardware assets and control systems to enable new economic outcomes and opportunities across the business and operations to maximize the capability of the plant.At the heart of our intelligent infrastructure is Predix, a cloud-based platform designed just for the Industrial Internet. The highly adaptable foundation supports the industry’s most innovative applications, turning your operational data into customized, efficient solutions. With unlimited storage and an easy-to-use interface, Predix manages and analyzes massive volumes of diversified industrial data in real time that you can access anywhere, any time.  Predix gives your operations the universal connectivity it needs, while also providing the security, accessibility, and reliability it deserves.Together, the applications and platform enable:	Deeper Insights: Create a single unified digital architecture from sensor to the boardroom and back.	Better, Faster Decisions: Drive the best user experience across the workforce – both on site and across multiple sites.	Real - Time Actions: Develop advanced software, algorithms and analytics - to achieve the ultimate goal of no unplanned downtimeNext we’ll do a deeper dive on APM…
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Digital Grid – Analytics Solution Map
Priority Use Cases for Grids
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Focus on Asset Performance Management:
What problem do we want to solve?

Asset 
Health

CAPEX
OPEX Criticality

Asset Management Perspective
• How to develop the best maintenance strategy?
• How to develop the best replacement strategy?

Operations Perspective
• How to maximize the use of the existing assets?
• How to operate with a risk management vision?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us start with a very simple description of what we target for you, our customers. It can be summarized by these 2 very basic questions: How to improve your maintenance strategy and your asset replacement strategy.The 2 questions are separated because they address different time horizons for different people: a few months for maintenance, several years for ReplacementThese 2 questions are driven by the main inputs shown on the top: the financials (CAPEX/OPEX), the condition of the assets (asset health), not to forget the criticality of each asset, which is in short the importance of each asset to your business and your performance.These are the key questions to be addressed. There is another set of objectives where we will help you as well. In GE, as the world leader for Network Management Solutions, we want to use the asset analysis to derive additional benefits into the grid Operation domain also, and help answering questions like:How to maximise the use of my assetsHow to operate with a risk management perspectiveWe will essentially focus on the Asset Mngt questions along this presentation.Now let us look at what developing these strategy questions mean.
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From data collection to Enterprise IT:
The Asset Performance Management domain

Substation Acquisition Bus  (IEC 61850, DNP3, …)

Import Sources:
Oil analysis, Inspection reports,…

IEC 61970 & IEC 61968 on Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)

Asset Health
ERP

On-line
Monitoring Devices

Grid Assets
Operation

SCADA/EMS/DMS

Construction
&

Maintenance

Financial data

Usage data

Reliability

Substation/Plant
Data  pre-processing

telecoms

Optimization

Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide represents the substation and the enterprise levels, and at the top in light blue the asset decision support.We are integrating into this decision point all the available data.- It starts from the field: Data can be imported from the periodic site inspections, our oil analysis labs, including our Mobile applications used for maintenance activities in the field. Most of grid condition data come from this source.- In case you have a critical equipment, a more continuous on-line monitoring may be required, we have in house the solutions for Power Transformers with TRANSFIX DGA, MS3000, the solution for GIS and AIS substations with CBwatch, PDwatch, Baywatch, and we can integrate also third party products in the substation automation architecture to bring all these data at Entreprise level in our product GRID APM. Note that this can be applied on all equipment types, not just the ones from GE Grid.- Asset data may also come from other Entreprise systems. As an ex, Asset usage data can also be collected from the SCADA/EMS/DMS on the left, and financial data from the ERP on the right.Finally, based on the GRID APM advanced analytics, decisions are made along the 3 levels of GE maturity curve, and then sent to the Maintenance Management system for execution.Color code: dark blue = data sources , light blue = SW decision support
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The GRID APM methodology
Health Analytics summary

Criticality
Analysis

Diagnosis & Remedial Measure

Estimated Residual Life - ERL
Probability of Failure – POF

Criticality * POF = Asset Risk Index - ARI

Short term / Failure modesLong Term / Ageing

Replacement priorities Maintenance priorities

Asset Health Index AHI Asset Maintenance Index AMI

Failure ModesAgeing process

Condition
Parameters

Methodology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides shows the first stage of “analytics” implemented in eterraassetcare methodology.Basically, the 2 objectives of maintenance priorities and replacement decisions are served by 2 sets of analytics: the AHI (long term, replacement view), the AMI (short term, maintenance view).For that, the process consists in looking at the ageing process and the failure modes for each asset type. This allows for selecting the useful condition parameters.From these condition parameters 2 different indices are built:Asset health Index (AHI) oriented at the replacement decision, thus built with a long term ageing perspective….Asset maintenance Index (AMI) defining the maintenance priorities, thus looking at a short term perspective….Then ERL, POF, … … ARIWe consider this methodology to be essential:- First define precisely the questions before building the analytics to answer the questions- Second, split short term and long term in 2 different equations
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Models for Grid Assets
Available in GRID APM

Code Description

1 OIL_TX(3) Oil Transformers (IEC types)

4 DRY_TX Resin insulated transformer

5 OLTC On Line Tap Changer

6 OIL_REA (2) Oil insulated reactors

8 GIS_CB Circuit Breaker compartment

9 GIS_ESDS Earthing/Discon compartm.

10 GIS_COMP Busduct compartment

11 GIS_LVCC LV Control Cabinet

12 AIS_SA Surge Arrester

13 OIL_ITR (3) Oil+paper CT VT, CVT

16 DRY_ITR Resin CT, VT

17 AIS_GCB (7) Generation Circuit Breakers

24 AIS_CB (7) Circuit Breakers

31 RELAY Protection Relays

32 BATT Batteries

Code Description

33 AIS_CAP Capacitors

34 AIS_RESIST Resistors

35 AIS_DSC Disconnectors

36 HV_OHL Overhead Tower & Line

37 MV_CB (3) Medium Voltage CB

40 MV_RMU (3) MV Ring Main Unit

43 LV_PAN  (2) LV panel + Feeder Pillar

45 MV_OHL Overhead Pole & Line

46 MV_SW (3) MV switches

49 DC_BUSH DC bushing

50 DC_VALVE (2) DC Valve +Thyristor

52 DC_DCS Control System

53 DC_COOL Cooling System

54 DC_OCT Optical current transformer

55 RC_VD RC voltage divider

Models
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10

Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PREDIX is the platform for Industrial Internet developed by GE. Consists in Predix Machine, where you can run also specific processing close to the equipmentA Cloud storage for developing applicationsUser Interface, both on desktop and on mobile devices.Beside being a development platform, its main advantage is that it brings the connectivity to all assets.
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GE Grid Solutions for GRID APM:
Proven to increase Reliability and Value from your assets

1. Failure Rate: reduced by more than 50% 

2. Defer CAPEX by up to 20%

3. Optimize your OPEX based on assessment of risks

4. Bridge the silos, by building one consolidated view, 
shared by Engineering and Finance groups

5. Net Benefits: realization of over 180% = 1.1 MUSD/year/GW

11

= Outcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple Value Prop
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A possible path to Digital APM

1. Strategic Alignment workshop & Start !

2. Select a meaningful population of assets

3. Digitize Inspections

4. Apply Analytics for Decisions

5. Check Benefits

6. Add Condition Monitoring devices on critical assets

7. Expand & generalize – along a master plan

8. Integrate further – along the master plan
12
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APM for Grids: Demonstrated Value

Digital Grid Solutions
Asset Performance Management (APM)
• GRID SERVICES Inspections
• Monitoring & Diagnostics devices
• GRID APM software analytics
• Diagnostics
• Recommendations for Maintenance & 

Replacement

Example of Project
• Sized for 150,000 assets of 13 Asset 

Types
• Inspected in 11,300 Distribution 

Substations

Example of Outcome

More than 50% reduction on Asset Failures

1.1 MUSD/year/GW
(Note: Value creation from extension of asset life is not yet captured in this example)

Measure

Run Analytics & Diagnostics

Repair

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An alternate slide for QATAR Kahramaa GTC 501
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A SET OF DIGITAL TOOLS

Asset Performance Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us visit the various tools that participate to the overall digital APM journey, from the field up to Entreprise IT/OT
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Digitalisation of the Inspection processes
Mobility Applications for Quality & Productivity

Capitalization & Standardization of the process 

Speed – reduction of outage duration

No data reentry – no administrative burden

Quality Results - immediately available

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, digitalization of the field inspection processes using Mobility Apps.



On-line Monitoring for Legacy Substation
Get connected

COLLECT & ANALYZE

Enabling Primary Equipment 
Monitoring, Diagnostics & Fleet 
Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then installing on-line condition monitoring devices for critical assets in legacy substations.Lots of improvement possible, when considering that at most 15% of assets have only 40% of their condition data measured with sensors (=6%)the costs to lay new dedicated hard wired communication proved prohibitive and so it left many relying only on the 4-20mA signals. However, in recent years the increased adoption of secure wireless communication options by utilities, has unlocked the true value of substation APM for many. Secure radio, wireless and cellular topologies supporting multiple protocols mean that the power of remote APM can be more easily available up to enterprise level.
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GRID APM
Asset health dashboard

Assets 
Navigation Tree 

Decisions Maintenance Needs

Replacement 
Needs 
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GRID Asset Performance Management
Condition Data, Events, Analytics, Dashboards, Scenarios, Strategy

PREDIX
CYBER SECURITY    MOBILITY     CONNECTIVITY    MULTI-TENANT CLOUD PAAS     DATA LAKE   PLATFORM ACCESS  

Mobile 
Inspections

Legacy 
Warehouses

Real Time
Monitoring & 
Diagnostics

OT
Systems

Asset Performance Management for Grids
A Business application, on top of PREDIX

Geo 
Localization  & 

Analysis

Enterprise 
Maintenance 
Management

Equipment

Instrumentation/Sensing

Enterprise 
Resource 
Planning

Micro-services for Asset Performance Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PREDIX is the GE platform for the APM solution – being applied also to GRIDsWe are migrating e-terraAssetcare, our GRID APM application, on the PREDIX platform (mid-term), leveraging the PREDIX APM micro-services shared by all GE businesses (O&G, Aviation, …)Note: commitments can be taken today on a case by case only, call JLC. Summary of Message (Aug 2016):The product commercially available today is e-terraassetcare 3.3, in the Cloud or on-premisesWe have engaged the migration to PREDIX TechnologyDemos of Software under Development are possibleDevelopments include the migration path for the e-terraassetcare installed baseFor existing customers, it is mainly a change in the technology stack: models, data & application value remainPlans on PREDIX can be evaluated on a case by case basis for 2017-2018
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A Case study: Distribution Fleet Management
in Qatar Distribution network

Customer Objective
• 11,300 distribution substations
• Maintenance and replacement 

decisions via a consistent 
methodology from a central system

Challenge
• Assess health in live condition 

(12 asset types, 
sized for 150,000 assets)

• Build reliable Analytics to prioritize 
actions

Solution from GE:
• Site inspections and mobile data 

collection tools
• Oil test from Alstom laboratories
• e-terraassetcare analytics: 

health, risk, end of life, …
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APM Customer Success Testimonials

Title or Job Number | XX 

21

Immediate Reduction of 
Failure Costs

“The Number of Faults in 
the Substations has reduced 

by more than 50%.” 

Facts and Data Available 
for Strategic Planning

“Analyzed the performance 
of the assets based on type, 

manufacture, etc.”

“Performance data is sent 
to Material Standards for 

manufacture pre-
qualification.” 

Very High ROI

“The return on 
investment is 182%.”
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GE’s Asset Performance Management Portfolio:
From Data to Industrial Outcomes

22

Connected Products & Services
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Collect data & continuously monitor assets: Transformers, GIS
substations, AIS circuit breakers, …

Cloud-based & on-premises Software for equipment health,
reliability management, and maintenance optimization, powered
by PREDIX

Site inspection and tests, oil analysis in lab, consulting and
expertise, up to SLA with guaranteed performance

APM Solutions for grid equipment

Fully digital connected solutions 
from field to enterprise level

Sensors &
Inspections

Continuous,
accessible 

Data

Data
science

Identify 
trends

& anomalies

Physics

Apply asset
& domain 
expertise

Industrial
outcomes

Reliability

Value

=
GE Delivers the Winning Formula

$$

Digital
Platforms

Catalog of 
micro-services

Engineering

Field Services
Automation

Software
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The Digital Transformation of the Industry

Jeff Immelt, GE Chairman & CEO

“If you went to bed last night as an industrial company, 
you’re going to wake up this morning as 
a software and analytics company.”
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